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ABSTRACT 
 
Breast cancer is the most frequently occurring cancer in women. If the cancer is diagnosed and treated at an early 
stage, the patient has a survival rate of 99% after 5 years, but it significantly drops to 29% when it reaches a distant 
stage. Thus, it is very important to detect ‘positive cancer cells’ in the early stage, so I analyzed the 569 breast cancer 
cell data provided by the University of Wisconsin using R-Studio. Through this program, I visualized the relationships 
between 10 different cell characteritics, and researched the kind of relationship between radius and positive cancer 
cells by utilizing graphs. Also, I created a predictive model that can detect positive cancer cells based on logistic 
regression and training original 569 data. Finally, I recommended the adequate age (35-39) for the breast cancer ex-
amination by analyzing the breast cancer statistics. Through this research, I derived effective breast cancer predicting 
model and deeply explored big data analysis method and data-mining on R-Studio 
 

Introduction 
 
Although the average life expectancy of modern people has dramatically increased due to the rapid development of 
modern medical science, ‘cancer’ will cause the highest death rate in Korea in 2020 (27% of all deaths), indicating it 
is still a complex disease for humans to overcome. Because cancer cells grow rapidly and irregularly and have the 
characteristics of easily metastasizing to surrounding tissues and bones, the later the cancer is detected, the higher the 
mortality rate is. For instance, the survival rate of breast cancer, the number one cancer in women, reaches 99% after 
5 years if detected at an early stage (localized). However, the survival rate drops significantly to 29% when diagnosed 
at a later stage (distant). (American Cancer Society , Under the assumption that early cancer diagnosis can have a great 
effect on the patient's prognosis, I created a model using R-Studio that can predict breast cancer cells at an early stage 
by analyzing and visualizing breast cancer cell big data published by the University of Wisconsin. 
 

Analysis Process 
 
Collecting the Data 
 
The University of Wisconsin is currently releasing the 1995 'Breast Cancer Wisconsin Data Set' donated by Dr. Wil-
liam H. Wolberg to the 'UCI Machine Learning Repository' for research purposes. [2] The reason for selecting this 
particular data set is because the access is given to the public. By downloading the data, various relationships between 
breast cancer cells were installed in R-Studio.  
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Figure 1. Website Screen Shot where you can download Wisconsin Breast Cancer data. Select wbdc.data and 
wdbc.names files from the data on this site. 
 
This file contains the results of analyzing a total of 569 breast cancer cell samples, and each sample is classified into 
the following 10 categories. 
 
Table 1. 10 Features of each cell nucleus in wdbc.datd 
 

Radius Compactness 

Texture Concavity 

Perimeter Concave Points 

Area Symmetry 

Smoothness Fractal Dimension 

 
 
Since each breast cancer cell data contained in the file is raw data that does not have a separate format, information of 
569 cancer cells was displayed in a long list in R-Studio. 
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Figure2. Raw data in wdbc.data. It can be seen as a state before data processing. 
 

 
Figure3. The meaning of raw data in wdbc.data was analyzed and expressed. It can be seen that the first row of 
wdbc.data represents ID, Diagnosis, Mean_value, Standard Deviation, and Worst_value. 
 
From the data provided by the University of Wisconsin, I brought one particular row.  Summarizing the numerical 
information listed in the photo, column 1 represents the unique ID of the cell. The letter in column 2 indicates whether 
the cell is positive or negative. M stands for benign tumor (positive cancer) and N stands for negative tumor (negative 
cancer). The next 3 to 12 columns are the average of the measured feature values based on 10 criteria (radius, texture, 
concavity…etc). After the average values, columns 12-22 provide standard deviation and 23-32 represent the worst 
value of the breast cancer cell features.  

Since there are 32 pieces of information per breast cell and there are a total of 569 observations, 10,208 data 
were used for analysis. It is known that the more data there is, the higher the accuracy of the analysis, so I think it is 
important to collect data continuously and accumulate the data.  
 
Setting the R-Studio and Refining the Data 
 
To analyze the data provided by the University of Wisconsin by applying the R, I installed packages and libraries that 
are essential to imply R on PC. I utilized these libraries to analyze the relationship between the features and malignant 
tumors (positive cancer cells) occurring in the breast. 
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Table2. Description of the packages and libraries required to run R 
 

library(dplyr) Data Processing 

library(ggplot2) Data Visualization 

library(MASS) Package for Logistic Regression 

library(boot) Package for selecting meaningful variables 

library(data.table) Create Data Table 

library(gridExtra) Display the graph in grid format 

 
For data analysis, it was necessary to refine the data based on the purpose of how to use the data. First, the ID number 
assigned to each cell was removed because it was not necessary for analysis, and M and N indicating positive and 
negative were converted to M=1, N=0. Then, I utilized ‘read.table ()’ to read the breast cancer cell data and refined 
them with a function called ‘tbl_df ()’. Finally, I named the 10 criteria on the left side of the table. 
 

 
 
Figure4. Data after processing data is shown using the glimpse() function. 
 
By using the glimpse(data) function, the raw data has been refined and become readable. Compared to the original 
data set (pic2), the refined data set provided specific information about the numbers and enabled me to effectively 
analyze the breast cancer cells data by creating a table. The R-Studio has an advantage that could easily refine and 
sort a large amount of data by using only a few functions.  
 
Data Visualization  
 
After completing the purification of 569 breast cancer cells’ data, the next step is visualizing this refined data set. The 
reason for visualization is to find the correlation between breast cancer-positive cells and 10 variables (criteria). Since 
the association will be derived based on abundant data (10,208), it will be highly reliable. Using these relationships, 
the doctor will use their expertise to detect breast cancer patients in the early stage. 
 
pairs () 
 
pairs () function provides scatterplots and relationships between variables by producing graphs based on data. I derived 
relationships between these 10 variables by using this function. 
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Code:  
pairs(data%>% dplyr::select(class, starts_with(‘mean_’)) %>% 
          sample_n(min(1000, nrow(data))), 
          lower.panel=function(x,y){points(x,y); abline(0, 1, col=’red’)}, 
          upper.panel=panel.cor 
 
After extracting 10 average values (mean_radius, mean_texture…) of class variables using select(), sample.n() is used 
to ensure that the number of extracted values does not exceed 1000. In lower.panel, a linear function graph is drawn 
with the (x,y) point and the abline() function with the point() function, indicating the relationship between each vari-
able. upper.panel shows the correlation coefficient between variables, which is named panel.cor. To execute pairs (), 
there should be the value of panel.cor, so I coded as follows. 
 
Code: 
panel.cor <- function(x,y,digits=2, prefix=’’, cex,cor…){ 
          usr<-par(“usr”); on.exit(par(usr)) 
          par(usr=c(0, 1, 0, 1)) 
          r<-abs(cor(x,y)) 
          txt<-format(c(r,0.123456789), digits=digits)[1] 
          txt<-paste0(prefix, txt) 
          if(missing(cex.cor)) cex.cor <- 0.8/strwidth(txt) 
 text(0.5, 0.5, txt, cex=cex.cor * r) 
 
The code that derived panel.cor is excerpted from ‘Learning the Data Science’ p.219. The value of panel.cor represents 
the correlation efficiency varies from 0 to 1. If the value is close to 1, it can be interpreted that the relationship between 
the two variables is high, and when it is close to 0, they are not relatable.  

 
Figure 5. Data is visualized using pairs(). 
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Below the diagonal is lower.panel, and the data was visualized as scatterplots using point () function. The upper part 
is upper.panel, and the correlation between variables is quantified with panel.cor. panel.cor maximized the correlation 
coefficient between two variables by increasing the size of the number as the value of panel.cor was greater. The 
above graph depicts several unique relationships between the variables that were in the data set. 

i) the correlation coefficient (panel.cor value) of mean_radius & mean_perimeter, mean_radius & 
mean_area is 1.00, 0.99. Although the cancer cells are not perfectly circled, the relationship between the 
cell’s area, perimeter, and radius maintains a direct relationship. 

ii) mean_texture, mean_smoothness, mean_symmetry, and mean_fractal_dm are independent variables. 
Analyzing the correlations of each variable using pairs (), these 4 variables had very low relationships 
with other variables. This indicates these are independent variables, so they need to be examined indi-
vidually to verify whether the cell is positive or not.  

 
The pairs () function provided that radius has the most relationships with other variables. Thus, deriving a relationship 
between the radius and the positive cancer cells will reveal a lot of information. So, I visualized the relationship 
between the two as a graph. 
geom_jitter (), geom_bar, geom_boxplot (), geom_smooth () 
 
Code: 
library(ggplot2) 
library(dplyr) 
library(gridExtra) 
p1 <- data%>% ggplot(aes(class)) + geom_bar() 
p2 <- data %>% ggplot(aes(class, mean_radius)) + geom_jitter(col=’gray’)+geom_boxplot(alpha=.5) 
grid.arrange(p1,p2, ncol=2)  
 
geo.bar () is a function that draws a bar graph. ggplot2 decides what data I am going to use to draw graphs. After 
selecting particular data, choose what will be on the x, and y-axis by aesthetic function and visualize the data with 
geom_jitter. 
 
Graph(1)                                                    Graph(2)         

 
 
Figure6. The correlation of count & class,mean_radius & class was visualized using function geom_bar() and 
geom_boxplot(). 
 
Graph (1) shows that, out of 569 data provided by the University of Wisconsin, there were more than 350 negative 
cells (class=0) and about 200 positive cells (class=1) that could cause breast cancer. Therefore, when patients visit a 
hospital with suspected breast cancer symptoms, there is a 35% possibility of being diagnosed with cancer. 
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Graph (2) shows the relationship between mean_radius and class (cancer positivity) as a scattergram. In the case of 
negative cancer cells, it was intensively distributed between 10-15, and for the positive cells, it was found that it was 
more widely distributed than negative between 12.5-22. Through the graph above, it was confirmed that the smaller 
the cell radius, the lower the probability of positive cancer cells. Also, in the pairs() function, it has been proven that 
mean_radius has a very close relationship with mean_perimeter and mean_area. Therefore, if cells are analyzed 
through radius, analysis through perimeter and area can be skipped. That means although the existing method diagno-
ses whether cancer is benign through 10 variables, it will be sufficient to consider only 8 variables.  
 
Logistic Regression (Creating Cancer Predicting Model) 
 
Logistic Regression is an analysis method that creates a prediction model based on provided data and variables and 
predicts outcomes by using the algorithm. Calculations are used to predict the possibility of the data falling into a 
certain category as a value between 0-1, and the number close to 1 indicates the prediction will more likely to occur. 
Recognized for its convenience, it is widely used in various fields such as medical care, communication, and data 
mining.  
I am going to apply logistic regression to the breast cancer cells data and create a prediction model, so additionally I 
downloaded library(aod).  
 
Logistic Regression Preparation 
 
I sorted 569 data sets into 3 different groups to apply Logistic Regression. 60% of them are to train my algorithm, 
20% are to examine it, and the rest 20% are for real tests. 
Code: 
set.seed(1606) 
n <- nrow(data) 
idx <- 1:n 
training_idx <- sample (idx, n*0.60) 
idx <- setdiff(idx, training_idx) 
validate_idx <- sample(idx, n*0.20) 
test_idx <- setdiff(idx, validate_idx) 
training <- data[training_idx,] 
validation <- data[validate_idx.] 
test <- data[test_idx,] 
 
Through the code above, the existing 569 data were divided in the ratio of training 60: validation 20: test 20. Data sets 
have been successfully divided and finished preparation for applying the logistic regression.  
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Figure 7. It shows the status of classifying each data-training data, validation data, test data. 
 
Applying Logistic Regression 
 
After adequately dividing breast cancer cells data sets, the logistic regression model has been derived by using the 
glm () function.  
Code: 
> data_lm_full <- gli,(class ~ ., data=training, family=binomial) 
> summary(data_lm_full) 

 
Figure 8. Check the data value using the summary() function. 
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In a relatively simple way, cancer predicting model applying the Logistic Regression has been created. ‘Number of 
Fisher Scoring Iterations: 25’ means that the calculation process was repeated 25 times until the prediction model was 
derived. Now the breast cancer prediction model has been completed, I used to predict () function to obtain the pre-
dicted values of 1-5 columns of 569 data.  
 

 
 
By using predict (), the predicted possibility of the examined cell being positive has been derived, and they are diag-
nosed all 100% positive. Compared with data from pic4, it matches 100%, so it proves that the accuracy of the pre-
diction model is very high. However, to confirm the accuracy of this model specifically, the prediction ability was 
verified through coding.  
 

 
 
As a result of the verification, AUC (Area Under the Curve) was 0.967. The closer the AUC value to 1, it indicates 
the better the predictive ability of this model. This breast cancer predicting model, based on data provided by the 
University of Wisconsin, produced 0.967, so it has been proven to be an excellent model with very high accuracy. 
Although it has sufficient reliability for diagnosing breast cancer at present, there are still existing limitations: using 
only 569 cell data, not enough variables, and the data records are from 1995. However, these limitations could be 
overcome because as the number of data increases, more opportunities are provided, so better models could be devel-
oped.  
 

Recommended Age for Breast Cancer Diagnosis 
 
Based on data related to breast cancer cells provided by the University of Wisconsin, R-Studio created a model that 
predicts breast cancer with high accuracy. However, to execute this predictive model, the patient must first undergo a 
medical examination. So, I analyzed the recommended adequate age for women to have a regular examination. Ac-
cording to the graph above, the number of cases drastically increased from the age of 35-39 (1544), and the number 
of cases reached 4700 at the age of 45-49. These figures indicate that 18.9% of breast cancer patients are concentrated 
in the age of mid-40s. 

Breast cancer is a disease that could be cured if it is initially detected, with a 98% survival rate. Therefore, 
women should conduct a breast cancer examination annually from the age of 35, the period when the risk of cancer 
increases rapidly, and a thorough inspection is needed from 45-49. 
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Figure 9. The correlation between Number of Patients and Age.  
 

Conclusion 
 
Analyzation of relationships between features of the cancer cells and creation of a predictive model using logistic 
regression were implemented based on the R-Studio. Through the pairs () function, texture, smoothness, fractal di-
mension, and symmetry were found to be independent features of the cancer cells that are not affected by other vari-
ables, and the relationship between radius and class (positive, negative) was visualized and proved cell size is directly 
proportional to the possibility of positive breast cancer cells. Furthermore, the breast cancer predicting model was 
created with high accuracy of AUC 0.967 that can effectively determine whether the cancer is positive or not. Finally, 
for early diagnosis of breast cancer, it is recommended to start health screening at the age of 35-39. I will continue to 
collect larger amounts of data and approach the breast cells with more various variables to create a more accurate 
breast cancer diagnosis program. 
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